The Alligator Production Suitability Index Model (APSI) incorporates concepts from existing alligator habitat suitability models, the literature, and data that have been collected in the last decade. The model estimates an alligator production suitability index that includes components for habitat assessment and quality, breeding, courtship and mating, and nesting success (nest building and nest flooding). The major input requirement for the model includes daily continuous surfaces of water depth over the modeling time period, habitat, locations and height of tree islands, locations of alligator holes, and, optionally, salinity for coastal regions. Users will typically only need to provide water depths and salinity (if used). Examination of individual components of the index during a year provides insight to any limiting hydrologic conditions that contribute to a poor overall index, thus inhibiting successful hatching production. The APSI model can help in optimizing water management to stabilize and improve alligator populations and has been used to evaluate the effects of alternative Everglades restoration scenarios on habitat suitability for alligator production in the Central Everglades Planning Project (CEPP).

\[ \text{APSI} = \left\{ \text{PI(H)} \times \text{PI(BP)} \times \text{PI(CM)} \times \text{PI(NB)} \times \left[1 - \text{PI(NF)}\right]\right\}^{1/5} \]
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